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ABSTRACT 

Our recent progress in studying ordered alloys by lattice fringe imaging 

is reviewed. Firstly the optimum experimental conditions for producing images 

suitable for interpretation are outlined. Secondly lattice and conventional 

imaging are compared and the advantages of the former for obtaining atomic 

level detail and t:Oiiipu:;.lti.onal estimates are described. Finally some important 

results from this program are discussed, particularly the evidence for a micro

domain model of short·-range ·order and the fine structure of various ordered 

lattice defects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At· the time of a previous review on the structure of short-range 

order (SRO) in alloys (1), the stage had been reached where conventional 

transmission electron microscopy (TEH) experiments had been utilized to 

theh· limit. These particularly involved analysis of diffuse scattering 

phenomena in electton diffraction patterns, and dark field images taken 

from diffuse superlattice reflections. Unfortunately, as was pointed out 

in r~!f. 1, the interpretation of these data is not always unambiguous. 

Thus diffuse scatterir;tg may arise from the presence of ordered microdomains 

(2,3) or from Fermi surface effects (4). Small (-10 R) bright spots in 

dark field micrographs may be due to statistical fluctuations (5) rather 

than microdomains. It appeared that little further progress would be 

made by these techniques. Consequently the adve,nt of TEH's with the 

capability of 2 R line resolution led the present authors to undertake 

an invr:-stieation into the application of high resolution methods in the 

study of ordering. This article reviews our work in this area utilizing 

lattice imaging. 

II. EXPERINENTAL APPROACH 

The interpretation of lattice images is not straightforward. 

Similarly the conditions under which the images are best obtained are 

critically dependent on a number of experimental variables. Our 

approach to these problems was therefore guided by computer simulated 

images, using the dynamical theory of electron diffraction (6), to predict 

the optimum conditions for imaging and the metallurgical information (e.g. 

degree of order) \..rhich can be obtained. Both specimen and microscope 

parameters are important, particularly specimen thickness and orientation, 

the beams used to form the image and the value of the objective lens defocus. 
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For example, to image the (001) Bl9 superlattice in Mg
3

Cd, foils should 

be -140-260 R thick, using (000), (001) and (002) reflections in image 

formation, with ~02 
focus of 280 R (7). 

0, tilted illumination and an objective lens under-

Whenever feasible, superlattice and fundamental reflections are 

employed simultaneously in image formation. This gives the greatest 

sensitivity to the variation of fringe visibility with degree of order 

and also ensures that ordered and disordered regions both appear in the 

image. However, in this situation (e.g. fig. 1) the superlattice fringe 

profile shows a cyclical behavior with defocus (t.f). At some objective 

lens settings (e.g. !Jf = - 140 R in fig. 1) the predominant electron wave 

interactions occur bet\veen transmitted and fundamental beams whereas at 

other values (fJ. g. !Jf = - 280 R in fig. 1) the predominant interactions are 

bet\veen transmitted and superlattice beams. Thus a fundamental fringe 

profile may be obtained from an ordered lattice at certain defocus, \vhilst 

at. ot:hers t"iH~ optimum conditions are met for observing the superlattice. 

This indic.atr:-~ tb: importance both of taking a complete through-focal series 

of micrographs and of a thorough understanding of the image formation process 

before appropriate use may be made of the images. 

The superlattice fringe profile is a function of d~gree of order (S) 

but is not a monotonically varying one. In Cu
3

Au superlattice. fringe 

visibility is low up to S - 0. 25, increases rapidly up to S - 0. 5 but shows 

little variation thereafter (6). This means that the fringe imaging method 

can primarily detect the difference between disordered and well-ordered 

regions,· can give a fairly accurate value of S below S - 0.5 but does not 

show a sufficiently sensitive variation to describe degree of order over 
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the complete·order-disorder range. It must also be borne in mind that 

since specimen thickness and lens defocus are difficult to quantify to 

great precision, accurate absolute values for S do not appear possible. 

Thus to obtain detailed information directly about atomic arrangements 

in alloys, atomic resolution TEM must be awaited, which requires further 

advances in instrumentation. 

For a complete description of the structure of ordered alloys further 

desirable information concerns localized variations in composition 

(particularly the effects of non-stoichiometry) and the nature of lattice 

defects. TIE~ form;.·:r can be analysed from the fringe spacing (8). This 

allows-determination of local composition at non~conservative antiphase 

boundaries (8,9), and fine-scale segregation which may result from competing 

transformation processes such as spinodal decomposition (as occurs in 

-cu-}1n-Al alloys (10)). Lattice defects and their importance to the ordering 

reaction can be studied at the atomic plane level from their effect on the 

lattice fringe<;;. 

Fina1ly our an.-1lysis is completed by taking optical diffraction patterns 

from the lattit::e ink"!ge (11). 1bese serve several purposes. Firstly, if 

th~ i.mage is .:>. faithful representation of the specimen lattice then the 

optical pattern will be geometrically identical to the original electron 

diffraction pattern of the specimen. Su,ch patterns are used to assess 

how the image can be employed to give information about the specimen. 

Secondly the optical method is a microdiffraction tool since the selecting 

aperture size, Hhen convE-rted baek to the spec·imPn plarw by the mi.erograph 

mangification, becomes extremely small~ (11). Patterns from 10 ~ dia. areas 

are possible and these can be used to build up the component parts of a 

microdiffraction pattern (which, as indicated earlier, may be ambiguous). 
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Thirdly the method can provide average . information in locali.zed regions of 

the image and this has proved particularly usefuf in analysing fringe spacing 

variations in spinodal alloys (12,13). 

III. COMPARISON WITH CONVENTIONAL TEM 

3.1 Applicability of Dark Field Imaging 

Although Cowley has pointed out that bright spots in dark field images 

of diffuse scattering need careful interpretation (5) the compatibility of 

dark field and lattice images has not undergone investigation. Figure 2 

shows such a comparison. It can be seen that the. areas exhibiting super~ 

lattice spacing (5. !+ g) correspond exactly to the light contrast areas 

in the conventional superlattice dark field micrograph, even when very small 

features are involved. Thus the same regions are indicated to be ordered 

by/both tcdmiques, an observation made in several systems (e.g. 7.9). It 

can be concluded that in many circumstances dark field imaging can in fact 

be used with confidence to reveal ordered regions, although the information 

it contains i5 somewhat limited (see below). On the other hand, the lattice 

fr:inge vis:i.bLLity of small ordered domains depends on their position in 

the foil, and thus an exact correspondence as above may not always be 

ach iE~ved ( 6). 

3.2 Information from Lattice Images 

Conventional electron microscopy methods, including even the critical 

voltage effect in high voltage TEM (14), have their limitations when applied 

to ordered systems. It has been found that lattice imaging provides several -· 

important improvements for obtaining atomic level information, which are 

summarized below. 

i) Local variations in degree of order can be detected by variations 

in fringe profile. Conventional superlattice dark field images reveal 
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ordered regions as bright, disordered as dark, and it is impossible 

to assess whether the structure is intermediate between these extremes. 

Thus the order-disorder interface in Mg3Cd was found to possess a 

degree of order profile over at least 25 ~ (7). 

ii) The presence or absence of ordered microdomains in SRO alloys 

may not ahvays be demonstrated by dark field microscopy alone. In 

lattice images regions with the superlattice structure can only arise 

if a high degree of order is present, thus providing unequivocal 

evidence of ordered microdom'ains (e.g. 9,15). 

iii) The images of lattice defects in conventional bright and dark' 

field micrographs are considerably wider than their true width. For 

example trcmslat:ional antiphase ~>Oundaries (APB' s) in Ni
4

Mo and cu
3

Au 

appear to be 20 ~ and 50 ~ wide respectively in dark field (8,16,17) 

whereas lattice imaging shm-1s them as having atomic dimensions only 

(8,15,16). This advantage is emphasized in section IV. 

iv) Comrositional information can be d~rived from the f~inge spacings, 

the resolution being determined by the degree of segregation and the 

variation of interplanar spacing with· composition (8). In favorable 

circun',stances such as at non-conservative APB' s, individual plane 

reso1Htion may be achieved. Of course conventional images and 

diffraction patterns yield no data on localized composition. 

v) The direct measurement of lattice strain is possible from lattice 

images so long as appropriate experimental conditions are met (e.g. s = 0, 

in a parallel faced flat foil region). Again this is impossible by 

conventional TEM. Strain often has an important effect on ordering 

reactions and subsequent microstructure (18). In partially ordered 
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alloys any variation in S (with its commensurate variation in d-spacing) 

may complicate the analysis (8). 

Direct lattice resolution is clearly a powerful technique in examining 

the structure of ordered alloys, affording many advantages over conventional 

TE.N. Nore recently the latter itself has become more versatile, through 

the use of scannjng TEN modes. It is now possible to obtain electron 

microdiffraction patterns at about 30 ~ resolution on a conventional TEM 

with scanning capability (19) and to perform chemical analyses with about 

several hundred K resolution (20) .. (These compare with lattice image micro

diffraction of 10 /:. (11) and indirect chemical analysis over tens of~ (8)). 

Further electr·on optical developments through dedicated STEM instruments 

will continue to improve these capabilities and expand the ability to·examine 

structure at high resolution. 

IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

A wide range of alloys has been investigated in this program (6-16), 

including Cu
3

Au, CuAu, Ni
4

Mo, Au
4
cr, Au

3
cr, NiTi and Mg3Cd. A complete review 

would be impwwible here and so only a few significant results are described. 

IV. l Short:-- Har:.ge Order 

The main conelusion from previous TEH work (i-3) is that the best 

der>eci.ption of SRO is in terms of a microdomain model, subject to the reserva

tions discussed above. Lattice imaging has confirmed this interpretation in 

the particular case of two important binary alloys, cu
3

Au (15) and Au
4
cr (7). 

1bis model has advantages in theoretical descriptions of ordering (21). 

In Cu
3
Au, SRO is"manifested by diffuse scattering at the superlattice 

posi.tions in diffraction patterns. A series of at-temperature 650 kV electron 

diffraction patterns obtained in this study reproduced t~e behavior described 

previously (22,23). A notable feature is the exact intensity distribution, 

with elongation of {hOO} scattering (h odd) in <030> reciprocal lattice 

direct~ons and an Maltese cross shape for {hkO} scattering. Cu
3

Au foils 
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quenched from above the critical ordering temperature (T ) show the same 
c 

features, except that the scattering is stronger than that at the tomperature 

from which the specimen was quenched. For instance the pattern of a foil 

0 quenched from 400 C above T corresponds to an C!-t-temperature pattern of 
c 

0 about 40 C above T • Thus the SRO state is maintained but is characteristic 
c 

of ateinperature nearer T, which probably arises from atomic rearrangements 
c 

during the quench. This is an important point as high resolution microscopy 

is, at present, limited to room temperature, and hence on quenched samples. 

A lattice image of this material shows the presence of roughly equiaxed 

ordered regions 3-8 unit cells dia., possessing the superlattice periodicity 

(e.g. fig. 3). The size and distribution of these ordered domains is identical 

to those predicted from x-ray diffuse scattering analyses (23,24). However, 

in a previous analysis (15) it was not clear'how the diffuse spot shape arose. 

A similar behavior in partially ordered cu
3

Au can be clearly correlated with 

a distribution of domain groups, with successive domains in antiphase (11,15). 

No such group~> were found in the SRO state (15). More recently it has been 

a;r;:r:?.ci::tted Ul;?,t a singl.e APB t:::an create superlattice spot splitting (25). 

The degree to \-lhich this occurs varies inversely with the diffracting aperture 

size for an APB in a fully ordered structure, or as the domain size in an 

alloy possessJng small isolated domains. The proportion of the ordered 

domains seen in the lattice image to possess APE's (15) is sufficient to 

produce the observed elongation of the dirfuse scattering. This is further 

confirmed by the shape of superlattice scattering in the optical diffraction 

pattern from the lattice image (fig. 3). 
1 

Au
4

Cr, like Ni
4

Mo, shows {1-20 } type diffuse scattering. This is not 

a position of the superlattice reflections, the interpretation of which has 

resulted in some controversy (1-3. 26). Ordered domains 
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1 

appear in the lattice images, 10-15 i dia., with a faint {i;} superlattice 

fringe profile (9). It is concluded that microdomains, similar to those 

predicted by Okamoto and Thomas (2); do indeed exist in this system and, 

since many other alloys show a similar b.ehavior (l), that they probably 

occur elsewhere also. Such domains nm.,r have a theoretical basis, through 

a spinodal-ordering model (21). However, the determination of the exact 

composition profile.in the domains (2,21) requires .resolution of the (420) 

fcc lattice planes (0.8 R spacing) ~vhich is extremely difficult to achieve 

with cutrent instrumentation. 

IV.2 Fine Structure of Lattice .Defects 

As indicated in section III, considerably more structural detail can be 

perceived about defects in ordE·red alloys from the lattic:e imaging method. 

Some quite fundamental information has thus been obtained. 

Figure L+ co{'}pa.res translations APB' s in cu
3

Au and Mg
3

Cd. The conven

tional TEM imagen indicate that both are flat and appear on particular 

crystallographic planes. However, their fine structure is quite different. 

In i·lg
3

Cd the APB is virtually flat at an atomic level but contains small 

discn:te :inter faee steps (7). In cu
3

Au there is considerable roughness on 

a seal'' 
n . 

of 5-10 A, which is not resolved conventionally (6). APB's in 

Ni4Ho and Au
4 

Cr appear to be smooth and curved (8,9). In alJ cases the 

lattice fringe visibility is cbnstant right up to the defect,.indicating 

there is little variation in degree of order in their vicinity. 

Similar structural details can be obtained for rotational domain 

boundaries. In CuAu it had long beeri predicted (27) that the rotational 

domain variants would form the lowest strain energy configutation by producing 

boundaries on {101} planes. Although this idea has been confirmed 

by conventional TEM (27), lattice imaging reveals that the interface is not 
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so simple and in fact resembles a "staircase" arrangement. Thus instead 

of a perfectly flat {101} type interface, the boundary is composed of 

small {100} steps, often one, two and occasionally three (001) spacings 

in height (fig. 5). On the other hand the rotational domain boundaries 

in Mg
3

Cd are predominantly flat at an atomic level (7). Individual unit 

cell high steps occur in these boundaries (e.g. fig. 6) rather than the 

regular arrangement in CuAu. The order-disorder interface in Mg
3

Cd is also 

found to contain steps and it is thought that these observations indicate 

a ledge mechanism for both ordering and domain growth in this system (7). 

Corresponding boundaries in Au
4
cr are smoothly curved (9) and so a different 

mechanism is respousj ble here .. 

The lattice image of dislocations must be interpreted with caution 

(28) but nevertheless some: interesting observations i1ave still been made. 

111~ APB, \o7hich st:~parates the dislocations comprising a superdislocation 

:i.n Cu
3

Au, has br~Em imaged and its width found to be consistent with that 

obtaiPed 1Y~' co!~'.'(!T!t:i.onal TEM observations (6). Dislocations in ·an order-

disorder interface. necessary to accommodate the lattice contraction on 

ordering, have also been detected and shown to possess a Burger's vector 

equal to a fundame.ntal lattice 'vector (7). 

V. SUMMARY 

Our recent wo:;;:k on lattice imaging of ordered alloys has been reviewed, 

with examples chosen from a range of systems. For studying fine-scale 

strncture, this technique has been shown to be considerably superior to the 

conventional TEM approach, particularly in the areas of short range order 

and the detailed structure of ordered lattice defects. The lattice image. 

has its own limitations, not least because the information is obtained 
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about one set of lattice planes only. It is expected that when atomic 

resolution TEM's become available, further diversification of high resolu-

tion methods will occur. Thus the study of ordering should benefit consider

ably both from these and the new scanning TEH methods. An area meeding 

considerable improvement is high resolution (20 X spatial) spectroscopy in order 

to obtain composition directly. In the meantime estimates of composition for 

suitahle solutes can be obtained by combining lattice imaging with optical 

microcliffraction (8,13) so as to obtain localized "d" spacings (10-20 g, areas). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figur~~· The variation of {010} lattice images \vith objective lens defocus 

in Mg
3

Cd. ·the microdensitometer traces (b) from the areas marked on the imagP., 

and the computed fringe profiles (c) can be seen to be in excellent agreement. 

Fi_H~IE_e_~· A comparison of the lattice image (a) and superlattice dark field 

image (h) of partially ordered Mg
3

Cd. Bright areas in the latter are ordered, 

and appear with superlat~ice periodicity in the for~er. 

FiJ?_l!_~--~~- __ !._. (a) A lattice image of shor't-range ordered Cu
3

Au showing the 

pre.senc:e of ordered microdomains. The electron diffraction pattern from 

the specimen (b) and optical diffraction pattern from the image (c) are 

similar. 

Figure 4. Lattice images of translational antiphase boundaries in (a) cu
3

Au, 

Fig_:~:r.~~--~?.· Lattice image of a rotational domain boundary in CuAu showing the 

finP st;.ti.n~r·c:e·-type structure. 

Figure 6. Lattice image of a rotational domain boundary in Ng
3

Cd shor.ving 

the presenee of interface ledges. 

. ... 
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FIG. 2a 
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FIG. 3 
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FIG. 4a 
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FIG. 4b 
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FIG. 5 
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